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Key Features

Maximum load: 2722 kg

Suitable for: Cars, SUVs, and light 
trucks

Dependant, manually operated  
(hold to run) car stacker

One pump can be used for  
multiple stackers

Key switch control

Emergency stop button that stops  
the machine completely in a case  
of misoperation

Columns and wall bracings are  
not required

Robust and durable structure

Safety locks engage at six different 
positions

Variable heights to accommodate a 
wide range of vehicles

Asymmetric scissor arms provide 
greater door clearance

Provides sufficient parking space, 
suitable for commercial and for 
residential use

Hydraulic safety valves will prevent 
collapsing in the unlikely failure of the 
hydraulic system

Locking 
position

Clearance under 
platform (cm)

1 145

2 160
3 175
4 190
5 205
6 220
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Equipment Length ≥ 540
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The platform can be lifted up to 
six different locking positions that 
determine at what height it stops, as 
specified in the table, for a suitable 
clearance above and underneath the 
platform depending on the cars and 
ceiling height.



Stacker Specifications

Platform height  27 Maximum car height 
underneath  210

Ramp height  2.5 Maximum car width 
underneath 200

Dimensions

Above the platform

Platform length 435 The wheel base should be within this limit, with one set of wheels on the wheel trough and the 
other set on the platform, the overhanging parts of the vehicle are not an issue. 

Platform width 208 The distance from the outside of the left wheel to the outside of the right wheel shouldn’t exceed 
the platform width, mirrors or other accessories are not an issue. 

Underneath the platform

Width 215 
The distance from the outside of the left mirror to the outside of the right mirror should be less than 
or equal to this value so the car fits between the platform legs, otherwise we recommend reverse 
parking the vehicle which will give more clearance for door opening. 

Height 220 At the highest locking position, we recommend a 5cm clearance between the platform and the car 
roof. 

Overall machine dimensions

Ceiling height ≥390 The ceiling height should accommodate the height of the car on top, platform height, and the height 
of the locking position.

Equipment length ≥540 To accommodate the car lift, control console and vehicles. 

Equipment width ≥262 This clearance is least required to fit the car lift and control console, regardless of any excessive 
width from the vehicle on top of the platform.

Standard 

Power Unit Console, Single unit operation

Motor horsepower  2HP

Power consumption  1500 Watts

Motor voltage  240V, 50/60Hz / 1Ph

Running current  12-18A

Premium

Multi-Unit Power Console, Operates up to 12 lifts

Motor horsepower  7.5 HP

Power consumption  5600 Watts

Motor voltage  240V/415 VAC 
50/60Hz / 3Ph

Running current 240V  12-18A

Running current 415V  6-9A
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Functionality

Platform can then be lowered Vehicle above can then be accessedCar underneath drives out
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Product Information

The angled platform allows low-profile vehicles to drive directly onto the platform without scraping.

The included hydraulic hoses are long enough for the console to be on either side, although it should be installed in a spot where 
the operator can see both the stacker and the area around it, for safety purposes.

For the vehicle on the platform, make sure the wheels are in the tire trough, whichever direction you drive it on.

For the vehicle under the platform, put it in whichever direction makes it easier to open the doors, or fit accessories that add to 
the width of the vehicle.

Its not required that you drive your vehicle all the way underneath the platform.

The stacker is designed to be installed indoors, it can also be installed outdoors with additional requirements that include 
covering the console, installing a canopy to cover the stacker, increasing maintenance and keeping the stacker clean and dry.

When engaged on a safety lock, the stacker is great for storage in any condition, long or short-term.

The optional access panel provides access to the underside of the vehicle that is raised.

Each access panel works in place of three platform sections and up to two access panels can be installed per stacker.

The premium power unit can support up to 12 stackers, although only one lift can be raised a time.


